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Abstract
In this paper, the term “equilibrium assemblage diagrams” refers to diagrams strictly based on
assemblages predicted by Gibbs free energy minimization. The presented Theriak/Domino software
uses a unique algorithm of scanning and bookkeeping, which allows to compute completely and automatically a great variety of diagrams: phase diagrams, pseudo-binary, pseudo-ternary, isopleths, modal
amounts, molar properties of single phases or bulk-rock properties like total ∆G, volume of solids,
etc. The speed and easiness of use makes thermodynamic modeling accessible to any student of Earth
sciences and offers a powerful tool to check the consistency of thermodynamic databases, develop new
solution models, plan experimental work, and to understand natural systems. The examples described
in this paper demonstrate the capacity of the software, but also to show the usefulness and limitations
of computed equilibrium assemblage diagrams. For most illustrations, a metapelite (TN205) from
the eastern Lepontine Alps is used. The applications include the interpretation of complex diagrams,
mineral reactions, the effect of Al content on the equilibrium assemblages, the interpretation of Si per
formula unit in white mica, understanding some features of garnet growth, dehydration and isothermal
compressibility, a broadening of the concept of AFM diagrams, combining equilibrium assemblage
diagram information with thermobarometry, and comparing the results produced with different databases. Equilibrium assemblage diagrams do not always provide straightforward answers, but mostly
stimulate further thought.
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Introduction
For over a hundred years, it has been recognized that mineral
assemblages depend on temperature, pressure, and bulk composition of the rocks (e.g., Becke 1904; Goldschmidt 1912a, 1912b;
Eskola 1915, 1922; Grubenmann and Niggli 1924). Different
concepts, such as depth zones or mineral facies, were introduced
to classify and understand metamorphic evolution and to relate
equilibrium mineral assemblages to bulk-rock compositions
and conditions of rock formation. These concepts were purely
descriptive and although based upon the theory of chemical
equilibrium, a thermodynamic analysis remained for a long
time unachievable. Today, after decades of experimental work
providing thermodynamic data and the availability of powerful
computers, we are capable of predicting complex assemblages
and compute diagrams that visualize these relations. Among
the numerous computer programs used by petrologists, four
are particularly popular: THERMOCALC (Powell et al. 1998;
Powell and Holland 1994), Perple_X (Connolly 1990), Theriak/
Domino (de Capitani and Brown 1987; de Capitani 1994) and
Gibbs (Spear et al. 2001). Some others, not mentioned here,
either focus more on aqueous geochemistry or metallurgy, or
are for commercial use.
The aim of this paper is to present the Theriak/Domino software with focus on Domino and its algorithm. The capabilities
of the software will be presented by means of sample applica* E-mail: christian.decapitani@unibas.ch
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tions. Although the software has been available for some time,
it has only recently reached some state of robustness and userfriendliness that makes it accessible not only to a few specialized
theoreticians, but also practically to every Earth scientist. The
benefit of Domino is that not only the calculation, but also the
graphical representation of the results, are done automatically
with practically no user intervention.
Domino is part of the Theriak/Domino software package
that consists of 10 programs. The core of the program package is Theriak, which calculates equilibrium assemblages for
a given bulk-rock composition at any P and T. The strategy of
Theriak is linear programming combined with minimization
of single thermodynamic solution functions and is designed to
produce the correct assemblage even for extremely complex,
non-ideal systems. Its algorithm has been described earlier by
de Capitani and Brown (1987). The emphasis of this paper is,
however, on the program Domino, which computes equilibrium
assemblage diagrams. The term “equilibrium assemblage diagrams” is used here exclusively for diagrams based on Gibbs
free energy minimization.

Equilibrium assemblage diagrams
In an equilibrium assemblage diagram, each point defines a
unique bulk composition, P and T. The diagram maps the predicted stable assemblages based on Gibbs free energy minimization. Contrary to classical petrogenetic grids, a corresponding
equilibrium assemblage diagram is valid only for a particular
bulk-rock composition. In turn, because each field defines
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